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ABSTRACT 

The paper deals with the ongoing problem with defining 

and verification of the existence of the global earthing 

system in an urban area, as outlined in standard SIST EN 

50522 [1]. The benefits of such an attempt are to minimize 

the time and costs associated with basic design parameters 

of new MV/LV power stations and the effective compliance 

with legal requirements, considering the necessity to carry 

out regular earthing system measurement of numerous 

existing MV/LV power stations, thus ensuring the safety of 

final consumers. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to legislation requirements the distribution network 

operator is obliged to perform periodic measurements on 

the earthing systems of the existing MV/LV power 

stations, thus ensuring the safety of final consumers [1]. 

The earthing impedance of individual MV/LV power 

stations that are scattered in urban area centers are difficult 

or impossible to measure due to several reasons. The 

conventional earth resistance tester can be a little of use as 

we cannot place a current and voltage measuring probe 

outside the influenced earth zone. With the preferred heavy 

current injection method, it is often very difficult to get to 

the reference earth for the voltage probe in the densely 

populated city area, while it is very time-consuming and 

demanding to carry out such measurements at each and 

every MV/LV power station. Therefore, in accordance 

with the standard EN 50522 [1], determination of the 

global earthing system is advised. 

Global earthing system (GES) is equivalent earthing 

system, created by the interconnection of local earthing 

systems that ensures, by the proximity of the earthing 

systems, that there are no dangerous touch voltages [1]. 

Schematic composition of power system networks is 

somewhat different due to area density of MV/LV power 

stations, their type of connected MV cable and the cross 

section of conductive cable screen are galvanically 

connected to the earthing system of MV/LV power station 

on both sides. The power system network can also have 

their MV connections made of overhead line type that do 

not offer any galvanic connection between neighbouring 

power stations but can have their earthing system well 

connected via existing underground metal city 

infrastructure (metallic pipes…), which nevertheless 

forms an equipotential surface. 

The determination of the global earthing system is not 

unambiguous [1] and can be determined in several ways 

[2-4], which, however, is best suited depending on the 

case, and, above all, from the composition of the power 

system network. 

Determining the GES area using solely computational 

approach we always encounter problems in gathering data, 

which often prove to be unreliable. In addition, we cannot 

claim that the actual situation on site is as stated in the 

projects. Therefore, we advocate that an overview and 

appropriate measurements on earthing systems are always 

carried out, in order to acquire reliable data that are 

representing actual state and condition of the studied 

earthing systems. 

2. GENERAL 

Determination of GES in some urban city areas is possible 

based on the measurement results of the earthing 

impedances of only a few selected MV/LV power stations 

and the already measured earthing impedances of the 

HV/MV power stations that feed the MV/LV power 

stations. The final determination is carried out with 

measurement results and calculations based on the 

longitudinal impedance of conductive cable screens 

between neighbouring nodes that are earthed on both sides. 

Although, it is necessary to carry out a complete routine 

check on the cable screens earthing connections and the 

equipotential bonding on all MV/LV power stations. 

The cable screen connection between neighbouring power 

stations can be checked by measuring the induced current 

in the cable screen while the cable is in operation. If the 

current is present and proportional to the load (not just 

capacitive current), we can conclude that galvanic link 

between the two power stations is well established.  We 

can run this conclusion by the fact that the earthing of cable 

screens is done by individual cable screen and not by 

interconnecting all cable screens together and then one 

spot earthed. 

In this way, we have practically determined the GES 

perimeter of the city of Kranj. The city of Kranj has 

roughly 40.000 residents, the urban city area covers 

roughly 7 km2. The supply of electrical energy to MV/LV 

power stations in an urban area is provided by three 

110/20 kV (HV/MV) power stations that are located on the 

outskirts of the city area. Earthing impedance of those 

three power stations are known, as they are periodically 

measured with the use of a heavy current injection method 

in accordance to EN 50522 [1]. For additional 
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measurements, we strategically selected four additional 

MV/LV power stations that were adequately remote to 

feeding HV/MV power stations and that their location was 

on the outskirts of the city limits (Image 1), so we could 

get reliable results for the earth potential rise of each 

measured MV/LV power station.  

 

 
Image 1: Georeferenced outlay of the city of Kranj and 

positions of measured HV/MV and MV/LV power 

stations. 

3. MV NETWORK 

Earth fault current 

MV/LV power stations in the Kranj city area are fed by the 

HV/MV power station Labore (PSHV1), HV/MV power 

station Primskovo (PSHV2) and HV/MV power station 

Zlato polje (PSHV3). The studied MV network (20 kV) is 

operating with low-impedance neutral earthing via 80 Ω 

resistor that restricts the active component of earth fault 

current to 150 A. As the MV network in the city center is 

cabled, the capacitive current (imaginary part) 

contribution needs to be taken into account. The geometric 

sum of maximal expected earth fault current adds up to 

 

IF = 194 A. 

 

Earth fault clearing time and permissive touch voltage  

The earth fault clearing time (tf) plays an important role in 

determining the permissive touch voltage (UTp). Existing 

protection scheme is selectively graded in such a manner 

that the longest protection delay takes 0,3 seconds. If we 

take into account power switch own operating time, the 

total earth fault clearing time sums up to 

 

tf = 0,36 s. 

 

The value of permissible touch voltage is based on the 

duration of earth fault current. According to EN 50522 [1] 

earth fault duration of 0,36 s allows a touch voltage to be 

 

UTp = 350 V. 

 

According to the permissible touch voltage that is fault-

time dependent and the size of earth fault current the 

allowable earth resistance is determined. As we do not 

know for sure if all PEN or neutral conductors, leaving the 

measured MV/LV power station are multiply earthed, the 

risk of transferred potential in the size of complete EPR 

exist. This taken into account the earthing system of 

individual MV/LV power station complies to all touch 

voltage and transferred potential safety features if earthing 

impedance does not exceed  

ZE  1,8 . 

Schematic composition of the studied MV power network 

in the urban city area of Kranj consists of an open loop 

cable network. Three HV/MV power stations are 

providing feed for over 130 MV/LV power stations in the 

urban city center of Kranj. An idividual MV/LV power 

station is typically constructed from prefabricated concrete 

segments and includes a MV/LV transformer room, a MV 

switch room and a LV distribution panel room (Image 2). 

 

 
Image 2: A case of standard MV/LV power station in 

Kranj city center. 

 

Its earthing system consists of a local lightning and 

protection earthing system (strip conductors in 

circular/linear composition) which is interconnected to 

PEN conductor of a LV distribution board. Final 

consumers have their LV house installation installed in a 

TN system manner, which means that the earthing system 

of a MV/LV power station and the earthing system of 

supplied final consumers are interconnected. 

The vast majority of underground MV cables presents 

three single phased cable with XLPE type isolation, 150 

mm2 conductor and 25 mm2 copper cable screen. As the 

cable screens are earthed on both sides it provides an 

equivalent copper conductor with the 75 mm2 cross section 

that interconnects earthing systems of both neighbouring 

power stations. The cables are typically laid in trefoil 

formation, whose cable screens form an equivalent copper 

conductor with an earth-conductor loop impedance of 

Zeq = (0,285 + j0,654) /km, calculated with the LEIKA 

module contained within PSS SINCAL program software. 

The length of cable connections between each MV/LV 

power station varies between a few hundred meters to a 

few kilometers. The connections to the rural area MV/LV 

power stations located outside the urban city center are 

…….HV/MV 

……..MV/LV  

Kranj 
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switched to the overhead line at the outer perimeter city 

area. 

4. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS 

The procedure of determining the GES area is based on an 

already known earthing impedances values of three 

HV/MV power stations that provide feed for Kranj city 

center. Those earthing impedances were already measured 

in the process of periodic measurement, using a heavy 

current injection method in accordance with EN 50522 [1]. 

Based on those values and the cable lengths to an 

individual MV/LV power station we strategically selected 

four MV/LV power stations that would be subjected to 

detail earthing impedance measurement. In order to 

provide a reliable measurement result, we selected MV/LV 

power stations that are located at the outskirts of the city 

center area. That way we have more options finding the 

reference earth when measuring earth potential rise (EPR). 

Measurements on HV/MV power stations (PSHV1, PSHV2, 

PSHV3) and MV/LV power stations (Delavska-PSMV1, 

Kopališče-PSMV2, Ješetova Stražišče-PSMV3, Planina Jug 

1-PSMV4) have been carried out with heavy injection 

method according to standard EN 50522 [1]. For test 

circuit at HV/MV power stations we used 110 kV 

overhead power lines of sufficient lengths and for MV/LV 

measurements, 20 kV cables were used respectively. Test 

circuit at HV/MV power station was powered by the local 

20/0,4 kV transformer and a gasoline generator (5,5 kVA) 

was used for powering test circuit at MV/LV power 

stations. At the latter the regulation transformer was also 

used, so that we could optimize the size of forced 

measuring current (IM) due to the size of test circuit 

impedance given. Measurements of earthing impedance on 

MV/LV power stations were carried out in a manner that 

eliminated all effects of neighbouring power stations, so 

the cable screens of all present MV cable connections were 

detached (rM = 1). The measurement result of an 

individual MV/LV power station would give an insight on 

the earthing impedance of a sole earthing system with a 

contribution of interconnected earthing systems of 

supplied end consumers. 

The earthing impedance value of measured power stations, 

taking into account the reduction factor (rM) toward 

auxiliary earth, is derived from 

 

𝑍E =
𝑈EM

𝐼EM

=
𝑈EM

𝐼M ∙ 𝑟M

 

The test circuit is apparent from figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Measuring test circuit. 

Table 1 contains measured results on earthing systems or 

HV/MV and MV/LV power stations under study. For 

current and voltage measurement we used a portable 

digital oscilloscope type Scopix II, OX 7204 by Metrix. 

Interference voltage and current were eliminated with the 

oscilloscope method [5].  

 

Table 1: Results from earth impedance measurements. 

 
IM  

[A] 

UEM 

[V] 

rM 

 

ZE 

[Ω] 

PSHV1 145,0 4,38 0,67 0,045 

PSHV2 137,0 6,31 1,00 0,046 

PSHV3 105,7 10,68 0,67 0,152 

PSMV1 40,0 4,59 1,00 0,115 

PSMV2 33,7 8,71 1,00 0,259 

PSMV3 36,5 2,26 1,00 0,062 

PSMV4 23,1 3,59 1,00 0,156 

 

In Table 1 IM is test current, UEM is earth potential rise 

during measurement and rM is reduction factor of the line 

to the auxiliary earth electrode. 

 

5. DETERMENING THE AREA OF 

GLOBAL EARTHING SYSTEM 

Based on measured earthing impedances of strategically 

selected power stations and impedances of interconnecting 

MV cable screens we are now able to determine the 

perimeter reach around each measured power station that 

suffices  

𝑍E + 𝑙 ∙ |𝑍eq| ≤ 1,8 Ω 

 

where ZE is measured earthing impedance, l is MV cable 

length that interconnects neighbouring power stations and 

Zeq is equivalent earth-conductor loop impedance of MV 

cable screen bundle. The MV/LV power stations that are 

located within that perimeter are considered part of the 

GES as their earth potential rise is lower than UTp. We can 

state that as a fact as a safety factor is included 

disregarding a reduction factor (rE ≈ 0,4) that is present 
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during earth fault. The result is presented on a city power 

system network map (Image 3). The orange squares 

represent the measured HV/MV power stations, purple 

circles represent measured MV/LV power stations and red 

circles represent MV/LV power stations that are located 

within GES area according to the above state condition. 

We can see that the majority of cabled city power network 

falls into GES area that is limited mainly with transition to 

overhead lines to suburban and rural sites.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 3: Kranj city power system network map. 

6. CONCLUSION 

With the described method, we were able to determine the 

area of a global earthing system. On a basis of seven (7) 

measured earthing impedances we were able to classify 

over 130 MV/LV power stations to be a part of a global 

earthing system. Although, it is necessary to carry out a 

routine check on the cable screens earthing connections 

and the equipotential bonding on all MV/LV power 

stations. 

A described method is reliable and simple to use. A 

sufficient safety factor is also included due to disregarding 

a reduction factor (rE ≈ 0,4) that is present during earth 

fault. The method is based on the real site conditions which 

are covered with measurement part as the studied power 

system network topology is used for analytical part of the 

described method. This combination benefits in 

manageable cost due to few measurements’ sites and faster 

outcome of a reliable area defining GES. The downside of 

described method is the fact that the resulting GES area is 

definitely smaller compared to the real life GES that is 

defined to allowable limit of touch voltage and transferred 

potential. As a result its use is most suitable for small and 

middle-sized cities that have cable MV power system 

network with well-conductive cable screens and 

documented cable types. Nevertheless, special attention  

 

 

must be paid while carrying out the measurements of 

power station earth impedance. As they are located in an 

urban area with different metal infrastructure present, 

different measuring current back path are possible. Failure 

to take that into account can cause a measuring error. 
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